Variations in deep convective activity during the 4-month TOGA-COARE field 1 campaign are simulated using a cloud-resolving model (CRM). Convection in the model 2 is coupled to large-scale vertical velocities that are parameterized using one of two 
Introduction
Cloud-resolving models (CRMs) on small doubly periodic domains have been to a large-scale gravity wave of specified horizontal wavelength [Kuang 2008 [Kuang , 2011 In this study, we use these methods to simulate specific time-varying field 56 observations. We expect that these methods will not be able to simulate the variations of 57 deep convection as accurately as the standard method with specified forcing can, because 58 the large-scale vertical motion is no longer directly constrained by observations. On the 59 other hand, the degree to which these variations are simulated represents genuine success 60 or failure of the simulation. To the extent the simulations are successful, the model can 61 be used to obtain nontrivial information about what factors control the convection.
62
We use a CRM with parameterized large scale dynamics to simulate a four-month with parameterized dynamics than in the standard approach, and can cause large errors.
202
We leave the detailed investigation of the role of radiation to future work, and specify the The rainfall simulated with parameterized large-scale dynamics, using either 241 method, does not agree with the budget-derived rainfall from the observations as well as 242 that from the Imposed-W experiment does. This is also as expected. The large-scale 243 vertical velocity -which controls the dominant terms in the heat and moisture equations 244 as shown in Figure 1a -is no longer taken from observations. It is now a nontrivial part of the solution, depending on the validity of the large-scale parameterization using equation with a peak around 7 km, as opposed to ~ 12 km in observations.
299
We can understand this difference between the two methods qualitatively. The gravity wave phase speed, and are therefore higher for higher vertical modes. At the same time, the temperature anomalies are also constrained by the convective tendencies that 315 they incur. As a result, higher vertical modes are suppressed relative to the gravest mode.
316
The gravest mode peaks in the middle troposphere, thus the fact that it is favored leads to 317 less top-heavy profiles.
318
In the Damped-wave method, we also expect the shape of the vertical motion 319 profile to be influenced by the value and vertical structure of the Rayleigh drag rather than as consequences of external disturbances.
356
In the WTG sensitivity experiments, use of time-mean winds reduces the time- 
394
The non-monotonic behavior with increasing τ or decreasing k was found in 
412
The simulations with parameterized large-scale dynamics, though far from perfect,
413
are able to simulate the intraseasonal variability of surface rainfall with some success.
414
The vertical profile of parameterized large-scale vertical motion is too top-heavy using 415 the WTG method, and insufficiently top-heavy using damped gravity wave method, as 416 compared to observations, though we expect this to be sensitive to the treatment of 417 momentum damping in the latter. To explore impact of changes in the key parameters in the two methods, the and correlation coefficient between model-simulated rainfall and budget-derived value.
636
Note that bold values of correlation coefficient, r, indicate that it is statistically 637 significant at the 95% level. 
